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Minute of the Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders no.1/2017 of 

QTC EnergyPublic Company Limited 

on Wednesday 31
th

 May  2017 

At Ballroom, 3
rd 

Floor, The Grand Fourwings Convention Hotel, Srinakarin Road, Bangkok 

............................................................ 

The meeting commenced at 02:00 p.m.  

Mr. Krirk-Krai Jirapaet, the Chairman of the company serving as the Chairman of the Meeting, stated that the 

number of shareholders on the date of gathering the name list of shareholders for the right to attend the Meeting on 

April 19
st
, 2017 was totally 923 shareholderswith the total number of shares was 270,000,000 shares.  

In this Meeting, there were 25 attended shareholders with 22,786,619 shares and 49 proxies with 191,075,641 shares. 

As a result, there were 74 attended shareholders and proxies with the total shares of 213,862,260 shares calculated to 

be 79.21 % of all issued shares of the company (the total shares of the company were 270,000,000 shares). 

Therefore, it was considered as constituted quorum according to the ariticles of association of the Company. As a 

result, the Chairman would like to open the Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders no.1/2017.   

Prior to the commencement of the Meeting, the Chairman would like to introduce 6 directors as well as other 

attendants as follows:  

Attended Directors  

1.   Mr. Krirk-Krai  Jirapaet    Independent Director / Chairman 

2.   Mr. Nattharpol  Lilawatthananun   Independent Director /                                                 

                                             Chairman of Audit Committee 

3.   Mr. Kamol       Takabut    Independent Director /Nomination, Remuneration,   

                                                                                            and Corporate Governance Committee 

4.   Mrs. Wasara    Chotithammarat   Independent Director / Audit Committee                                               

5.   Mr. PoonphiphatTantanasin                Committee / Nomination, Remuneration, and   

                                                                                            Corporate Governance Committee / Chairman of   

                                                                                            Risk Management Committee / Chief Executive Officer 

6.   Mr. Ruangchai  Kritsnakriengkrai   Committee/ Managing Director 

The Chairman informed that Mr. Pholrach Piathanom, a director of the Company, has an urgent duty at the 

Government House of Thailand, so he cannot attend this meeting. 
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Attended Executives  

1. Miss Chotika  Chumpoon  Deputy Managing Director, Finance & Accounting and a director of QTC

     Global Power Company Limited. 

2. Miss Boonpa  Ruddist  Deputy Managing Director, General Management and Company 

                                                          Secretary 

3. Miss Sasikarn Tantanasin  Manager of Business Development Director  

Representatives of QTC Global Power Company Limited 

1. Mr. Chawalit Janpetch   Managing Director of QTC Global Power Company Limited 

2. Mr. Chalermchai Rungruang  Executive Vice President 

3. Mr. Krisana   Eu-ahsunthornwattana Vice President 

Representatives of the independent financial advisor from Beyond Advisor Company Limited 

1. Mr. Kittipan     Anutranukul 

4.  Miss Suwanna Tantisricharoenkul  

Representative of the financial advisor from Prime Street Advisory (Thailand) Co., Ltd. 

1. Mr. Pornsit Poovanakijjakorn  

Representative of the financial advisor from Finansa Securities Company Limited 

1. Mr. Wikrom  Leenabanjong  

Representative of the legal advisor from Norton Rose Fulbright (Thailand) Limited 

1. Mr. Rittichai  Ngodngam 

The Meeting commenced. 

Prior commencing consideration on the Meeting’s agendas, the Chairman assigned Mr. Rittichai Ngodngam,the legal 

advisor, to clarify on procedures of Meeting and voting of shareholders in each agenda as follows: 

1. The Meeting shall consider each agenda upon the order defined in Invitation Letter. The information of each 

agenda shall be proposed and shareholders shall be given an opportunity to vote for such agenda. In the event 

that any shareholder or proxy wished to ask any question or give any opinion, such person had to always raise 

his/her hand and informed his/her name and surname as well as presented himself/herself to the Meeting.     

2. After perceiving details of each agenda and if there was any shareholder disagreed with any agenda or 

abstained from voting for any agenda, such shareholder shall write his/her vote in the ballot and returned to the 

company’s staff. For convenience and promptitude of vote counting, the company’s staff shall firstly collect 
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the ballots with voting for disagreement followed by the ballots with vote abstention. Any shareholder who 

disagreed or abstained from voting shall raise his/her hand for collection accordingly.  

3. All shareholders have one vote per one share. Any shareholder gaining any special interest in any agenda   

shall not have any right to vote for such agenda  

4. Vote counting upon agendas defined in this Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders was divided into 2 

types as defined in Public Limited Companies Act B.E. 2535 as follows:  

4.1 the agenda requiring approval based on majority of voting of attended shareholders that the company 

shall calculate the vote base by counting the votes of shareholders with agreement or disagreement 

excluded with shareholders with abstention from voting; and 

4.2   The agenda required to be approved by the Meeting with the votes not less than three-four of all votes of 

attended shareholders was Agenda 2 the company shall calculated the vote base by counting the votes of 

shareholders with agreement and disagreement and abstention voting.  

In the event that there was no objection or opinion provided by any attendant, it shall be deemed that the 

Meeting unanimously agreed or approved. To save the time, the next agenda shall be operated while 

counting the votes of this agenda.   

5. In order to make ballots collection transparent and consistent according to the principles of Corporate 

Governance, the company shall keep the ballots of the shareholders who agreed with the proposal of each 

agenda as the evidence. The shareholders shall return the ballots to company staff after the Meeting. In the 

event that there was any shareholder wishes to leave the Meeting earlier, such shareholder shall return the 

ballot to company’s staff as well.  

6. The company will not include the void ballot in vote counting. 

The Chairman gave an opportunity to the Shareholder to ask questions on such voting procedures. It was appeared 

that no shareholder asked any question. 

The Chairman invited one of the proxies or shareholders to be the witness of vote counting. However, there was no 

shareholder volunteered as the witness of such vote counting. Accordingly, the Chairman asked Mr. Thosaphol 

Thurongkinanonth, the representative of the legal advisor from Norton Rose Fulbright (Thailand) Limited as the 

witness of this vote counting.  

The Chairman gave a speech to commence the Meeting. The agendas of this meeting were as follows:  

Agenda 1: To consider and acknowledge the Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders for the 

year 2017 

The Chairman assigned Mr. Rittichai Ngodngam, the legal advisor, to clarify on this agenda.                

Mr. Rittichai Ngodngam, the legal advisor, informed the Meeting that as the Company held the the 

annual general meeting of shareholders for the year 2017 on April 28
th
, 2017. The Company prepared the 

minute of the annual general meeting of shareholders for the year 2017 held onApril 28
th
, 2017,and sent 

to the Stock Exchange of Thailand within 14 days from the date of the meeting. The Board of Directors 

has reviewed such minutes, which were correctly recorded in accordance with the resolutions of such 

shareholders’ meeting and posted on the Company’s website on 5 May 2017 so as to disclose such 
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minutes to its shareholders and investors with details as shown in the copy of such minute attached to the 

Invitation Letter of this Meeting or Attachment 1 and asked the Meeting to acknowledge. 

 The chairman informed that although, this agenda is to acknowledge, the charman provided the Meeting 

an opportunity to ask for more questions and give more opinions. It was appeared that there was no 

question or opinion asked or provided by any attendant. As a result, he proposed the Meeting to consider 

on acknowledgment of the minutes of the annual general meeting of shareholders for the year 2017 

Resolution:The Meeting had already considered and had the resolution to acknowledge the minute of 

the annual general meeting of shareholders for the year 2017 as proposed.  

Agenda 2: To consider and approve the purchase of 15 percent shares in Green Earth Power (Thailand) Co., 

Ltd. by the subsidiary, i.e. QTC Global Power Co., Ltd., as the purchaser for joint investment in 

Minbu Solar Power Plant Project in Myanmar 

The Chairman assigned the financial advisor and the legal advisor to clarify the details of this agenda. 

 

Mr. Pornsit Poovanakijjakorn, the financial advisor, informed that the Minbu Power Plant Project in the 

Republic of the Union of Myanmar (“Project”) is the ground-mounted solar projects with the installed 

capacity of 220 MWDC. 50 MWDC for each phase 1 to phase 3 and 70 MWDC for phase 4. The site of 

the Project is located at Minbu District, Magway Region, Myanmar with the project land of 836 acres. 

The developer of the Project was Green Earth Power (Thailand) Co., Ltd. (“GEPT”) who is the 

shareholder holding 100% of the shares in GEP (Myanmar) Company Limited (“GEPM”). Electric 

Power Generation Enterprise (“EPGE”) is the electricity purchaser as stipulated in the power purchase 

agreement (“PPA”) for the period of 30 years commencing from the commercial operation date 

(“COD”) of phase 1 at the fixed rate of USD 0.1275 (THB 4.53)/kWh. Phase 1 of the Project is 

expected to commence in January 2018. 

 

The acquired assets comprises of 15% of paid-up registered shares in GEPT and Cash Deficiency 

Support (“CDS”) on pro rata basis but nor exceeding USD 4.158 million. The total of assets is THB 

907.96 million. 

 

The shareholing structure before QTCGP purchases the shares in GPET is that Noble Planet, Planet 

Energy Holding and Vintage Engineering Public Company Limited are the shareholders of all shares in 

GEPT. In this regard, Noble Planet and Planet Energy Holding (“Sellers”) will be the sellers in an 

amount of 15% of the paid-up registered shares in GEPT to QTCGP. 

 

The purchase price of the shares in GEPT is at USD 7.63 million or THB 267.09 million, included the 

deposit and advance payment, and subject to the price adjustment diviede in 2 cases as follows: 

(1) the first price adjustment will be on 31 January 2018.If EIRR of QTCGP is less than 8.0 percent, the 

Sellers shall transfer the benefits received from the shares equivalent to 1.15 percent in GEPT to 

QTCGP. If EIRR is above 12 percent, QTCGP shall pay additional money only for the part where 

the EIRR is above 12 percent, subject to a maximum amount of USD 1.879 million. 

(2) thesecond price adjustment will be upon the CODs of all 4 phases.If EIRR of QTCGP is less than 

8.0 percent, the Sellers shall transfer the shares equivalent to 1.15 percent in GEPT to QTCGP. If 

EIRRis above 12 percent, QTCGP shall pay additional money only for the part where the EIRR is 

above 12 percent, subject to a maximum amount of USD 1.879 million. 
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This transaction to purchase the shares is an acquisition of assets in accordance with the relevant 

notificationrelaing to acquisition or disposal. In this regard, the Company has already calculated the 

transaction size in accordance with such notifications. 

 

After that, Mr. Rittichai Ngodngam, the legal advisor, clarified in relation to the material terms of the 

share purchase agreement, which comprises the following terms: 

 

(1) QTCGP has to pay the share purchase price divided into 3 installments as follows: USD 1.5 million 

within 5 days after the execution of the agreement, USD 2 million on closing date and USD 1.879 

million within 31 December 2017; 

(2) the Project is project finance (No Guarantee Oligation); 

(3) it contains with the conditions precedent to be completed within 31 May 2017; and 

(4) it contains with the conditions subsequent to be completed within 31 December 2017. 

 

The material terms of the shareholders’ agreement comprises the following terms:  

(1) GEPT and GEPM shall have a policy to distribute dividends at the rate of 90% of the net profit;  

(2) each of GEPT and GEPM shall have 9 directors, one of which shall be nominated by QTCGP;  

(3) QTCGP shall have tag-along rights;  

(4) every shareholders shall have right of first refusal;  

(5) QTC shall have control over QTCGP and QTC shall not effect changes to the majority of the board 

of directors of QTC until the end of 1-year period from the COD of phases 1-4;  

(6) QTCGP shall have veto rights in respect of the prescribed Reserved Matters; and  

(7) there are provisions prohibiting QTC or QTCGP from competing in the area of energy business in 

Myanmar. 

 

The benefits that the Company expects to gain are as follows:  

(1) the ability to expand business for sustainable growth and enhancement of income stability as well as 

the lowering risks caused by dependency on the only source of income from the conduct of 

manufacturing and selling transformers;  

(2) an opportunity to increase revenue from the investment that provides appropriate and continuous rate 

of return and increase of capability to conduct business in a long term for the Company; and  

(3) building the investors’ trust in the role of the Company in conducting electricity generating and 

selling business, which will create opportunity to expand the scope of investment in energy business 

in the future, in a broader and more continuous manner, within or outside the country. 

 

However, the risks of the transaction are as follows:  

(1) completion of the transaction depends on a number of condition precedents and conditions 

subsequent to the transaction;  

(2) the risk in the event that GEPT does not pay dividend to the Company as a shareholder (however, it 

is provided in the shareholders’ agreement that there shall be a policy regarding the payment of 

dividend.);  

(3) the acquisition of ordinary shares of GEPT will result in the Company receiving part of the revenue 

in foreign currency.  However, the Company has a policy to utilize financial tools to manage risks 

from the volatility of such currency exchange rates as appropriate;  

(4) at present, the Company has already made payment to the Sellers in the amount of USD 3.75 

million, being 50% of the total price payable. 

 

After that, Mr. Rittichai Ngodngam, the legal advisor, informed the Meeting that the Company has 

delivered the opinion of the independent financial advisor along with the notice of the meeting to all the 
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shareholders.  Advantages and disadvantages can be concluded from the opinion of the independent 

financial advisor as follows: 

Advantages are:  

(1) diversification through the conduct of business that has capabilities;  

(2) enhancing of ability to make profit that is sustainable and low-risk for the Company;  

(3) increasing knowledge and ability of the Company’s personnel; and  

(4) acquisition price for the ordinary shares of GEPT is approximately USD 0.1 – 2.4 million below the 

fair value. 

Disadvantages are:  

(1) QTCGP is a minority shareholder in GEPT (however, there is a shareholders’ agreement and the 

right to veto in certain matters is provided);  

(2) the risk from foreign currency exchange rates (however, QTC already put in place a policy to 

prevent the risk of currency exchange rates, that is considered appropriate);  

(3) the risk of failure to successfully develop the Project (however, condition precedents have been 

provided and the Project has already secured MIC Permit which is considered by the legal advisor 

to be a substantial reduction of risks);  

(4) the risk of being unable to recover refunds that must be returned by the Sellers (however, there is a 

personal guarantee from the major shareholder); and  

(5) the risk of changes to policies, laws and political situations in Myanmar (however, GEPM has a 

policy to take out a political risk insurance policy which covers the provisions in the PPA and 

policies of the Myanmar government, which could substantially reduce the risks); and  

(6) the risk arising from the fact that the period of the Project is longer than solar cell panel’s warranty 

period (however, the technical advisor is of the opinion that the solar cell panel is still functional and 

will continue to degrade in each year in the form of straight-line degradation from the year 25th). 

 

In addition, the deposit and advanced payment paid to the Sellers constitutes 50% of the purchase price 

at USD 7.63 million, which is considered a high portion and is not in line with the terms of the 

transaction in the normal course of business and is unfair to the Company.  However, the Company 

clarified that it has considered the matters in all aspects and such terms arose as a result of a negotiation 

with best efforts in order to arrive at other additional terms which are beneficial to QTC.  However, fair 

value of the ordinary shares of GEPT is at USD 7.7 - 10 million while the Company is able to purchase 

at USD 7.63 million, which is approximately USD 0.1 – 2.4 million below the fair value, with QTC’s 

Equity EIRR at 8.4% and QTC’s Payback Period of 15.1 years. 

 

To conclude the opinion of the independent financial advisor, when considering purchase price, 

advantages and benefits against the disadvantages and risks, the Company is of the opinion that the 

entry into the transaction would be appropriate and the shareholders should vote to approve such 

transactions. 

 

Then, Mr. Rittichai Ngodngam, the legal advisor, informed the Meeting that the resolution of this 

agenda shall be passed by affirmative votes representing at least 3/4 of the votes cast by shareholders 

attending the meeting who are entitled to vote. 

The Chairman thanked the financial advisor and legal advisor.  Then, the Chairman gave opportunity for 

shareholders to make enquiries regarding this agenda. 

 

One shareholder inquired the identity of the shareholders of Wealthy Capital Consulting Ltd. and AVA 

Asia Ltd. 
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Mr. Pornsit Poovanakijjakorn, the financial advisor, replied that the said companies are shareholders of 

the Sellers.  The shareholders of the said companies are Mr. SupasitPokinjarurat and Mr. Aung Thiha, 

who are key personnel in the development of the Project. 

 

One shareholder inquired the amount of sum insured for the Project according to the report of the 

independent financial advisor including the amount of premium payable for certain items and the person 

responsible for the payment of such premium. 

 

Mr. Kittipan Anutranukul, the independent financial advisor, replied that the amount of premium was 

already set out in the report of the independent financial advisor.  Sum insured for the policy will 

depend on the type of policy.  For instance, Operational All Risks policy has sum insured that is 

equivalent to the value of the Project, whereas for Business Interruption policy, sum insured is only 

available in respect of the machinery.  As for Political Risk policy, sum insured will be reduced 

according to the year of operation.  In each case, the entity operating the Project i.e. GEPM shall be 

responsible for all the premium for the Project. 

 

Mr. Kittipan Anutranakul, the independent financial advisor, informed that, generally, terrorism is not 

included in an all risk insurance. 

One shareholder inquired about the reason why East Coast Furnitech Public Company Limited (ECF), 

which hold the meeting on the same day, will purchase 20 percent of shares, while QTCGP will only 

purchase 15 percent of shares. 

Mr. Pornsit Poovanakijjakorn, the financial advisor, informed that QTCGP will purchase 15 percent of 

shares as it is deemed appropriate taken into account the fund of the Company, and the investment 

below 15 percent may not give QTCGP the right to appoint its representative as director in GEPT and 

GEPM. 

One shareholder inquired whether the Company has sent personnel to inspect the Project directly. 

Mr. Rittichai Ngodngam, the legal advisor, informed that the Company has engaged the technical 

advisor to inspect the Project in Myanmar, and also engaged the financial advisor, legal advisor, and tax 

advisor to conduct due diligence exercise and provide recommendations with respect to this transaction 

to the Company. 

One shareholder inquired whether the Project is located near seashore, and whether there are catastrophe 

issues. 

Mr. Pornsit Poovanakijjakorn, the financialadvisor, informed that during the construction of the Project, 

the contractor will take construction risk. After the completion of construction, the Project will be 

covered under all risk insurance. In addition, this Project is financed by the bank, which required that 

there are sufficient insurances covering the Project, including the procurement of all risk insurance. 

One shareholder inquired whether the primary energy sources in Myanmar are from gas and oil as 

Thailand also imports those energy from Myanmar, and further inquired about the profitability of the 

solar power plant project. 

Mr. Pornsit Poovanakijjakorn, the financialadvisor, informed that the primary energy sources in 

Myanmar are gas, water and coal.  However, at present, Myanmar supports both clean energy and 
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energy from gas, water and coal, as the sunlight energy is only utilizable during daytime, while energy 

from other sources are still required during nighttime. 

Mr. Rittichai Ngodngam, the legaladvisor, further informed that the power purchase agreement sets the 

purchase price of electricity. Therefore, even if Myanmar increases the usage of energy from other 

sources, the electricity authority of Myanmar is obliged to purchase electricity from GEM at the rate and 

amountspecified in the PPA. 

One shareholder inquired about the terminal point of the generated electricity. 

Mr. Pornsit Poovanakijjakorn, the financialadvisor, informed that the electricity will be distributed to 

the areas around the Project. As the clean energy is more uncertain, clean energy will be used as 

supportive energy, while energy from gas, water and coal will remain as primary sources. 

One shareholder inquired about the reason why there is long gap between the COD for phase 3 and 

phase 2, and between the COD for phase 4 and phase 3. 

Mr. Rittichai Ngodngam, the legaladvisor, informed that the periods for construction and power 

purchase in each phase have been determined by Myanmar government, rather than by GEPM, pursuant 

to the power development plan and estimated consumption of electricity of Myanmar in the future.  

One shareholder inquired whether the Company will lose or gain any benefit as the construction costs of 

power plant for phase 3 and phase 4, which are likely to occur in the few years, are expected to reduce. 

Mr. Rittichai Ngodngam, the legaladvisor, informed that GEPM has negotiated with contractor of the 

power plant, and agreed that the construction costs will be fixed. As a result, whether there is the 

reduction or increase of construction materials, it shall not affect the returns of the Project which shall 

remain the same. 

One shareholder inquired about the reason why the interest rate must be LIBOR +. 

Mr. Pornsit Poovanakijjakorn, the financialadvisor, informed that as the loans are in foreign currency, 

i.e. United States Dollar, the interest rate shall be LIBOR +, and further informed the reason that the 

loans are in foreign currency because GEPM will derive income in United States Dollar. 

One shareholder requested the Company to clarify the meaning of numbers which appeared in page 40 – 

41 (table of estimated units of electricity generated from the Project). 

Mr. Pornsit Poovanakijjakorn, the financialadvisor, informed that such table demonstrates the estimated 

units of electricity generated from the Project in million units, where the left-side of the table showing 

50 MW is for the Project in Phases 1 – 3, while the right-side of the table showing 70 MW is for the 

Project in Phase 4. The P value, e.g. P50, means that the Project is certain at 50% to generate the 

electricity of not less than those specified in the table. 

The Chairman said thank you to the shareholders who inquired all questions, and proposed that the 

meeting consider and vote. 

Resolution:The meeting considered and unanimously approved the purchase of 15% shares in Green 

Earth Power (Thailand) Co., Ltd. by the subsidiary, i.e. QTC Global Power Co., Ltd., as the purchaser 

for joint investment in Minbu Solar Power Plant Project in Myanmar, and in addition, unanimously 
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approved to authorize the board of directors to amend the related agreements (including time extension, 

waiver or designating any conditions and terms) for the benefits of the Company in its investment in 

such project, provided that such amendment shall not materially affect the Company with the votes of 

the shareholders as per the details below: 

Approve: 214,056,275 votes   equal to 100 % 

Disapprove:  0  vote   equal to 0 % 

Abstain:   0  vote   equal to 0 % 

Void Ballots:  0  vote   equal to 0 % 

Agenda3: Other Businesses (if any) 

The Chairman gave an opportunity to the shareholder to ask questions or express opinion in this agenda. 

Since there was no further question from any shareholder, the Chairman gave the speech to thank all 

attendants for participating in this Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders no.1/2017 and close 

the Meeting.   

 The Meeting was closed at 15.10 

 

Signature 

  

Chairman of the Meeting 

            (Mr. Krirk-KraiJirapaet )  

 

Signature 

  

Recorder 

             (Miss BoonpaRuddist)  

 

 

 


